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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
Consider the transformation F from a set <5 of real-
valued functions p whose domain is the entire real axis to a 
set c? of real-valued functions Op whose domain is an interval 
[XQ,+OO) of the non-negative real axis. By the statement 
that the transformation F is "convergence-preserving" we 
mean that if lim p(y) exists and is finite for a function 
y^ '+oo 
p in then lim a^ Cx) exists and is finite for the cor-
x^ +00 ^ 
responding function Cp in€, In this paper we study condi­
tions under which integral transformations are convergence-
preserving. 
We have occasion to deal with Lebesgue-Stieltjes inte­
grals, Riemann-Stieltjes integrals and Stieltjes mean sigma 
integrals; we distinguish between them by using the prefixes 
(LS), (RS) and Fm, respectively. Otherwise notation and sym­
bolism will follow the usual convention wherever possible; 
however, we think it appropriate to state here some defini­
tions and theorems that are not likely to be found in litera­
ture readily available. 
Definition A. Suppose p is a real-valued function on a 
closed finite interval [a,b] of the real axis. The statement 
that p is "quasi-continuous" means that lim p(t) exists and 
t-^ x"*" 
is finite for each real number x in the half-open interval 
2 
[a,b) and lira p(t) exists and is finite for each real number 
t-*-x-
X in the half-open interval (a,b]. These limits are denoted 
by p(x+) and p(x-), respectively. 
We remark here that R. E. Lane (see Lemma 4.1b of (4) ) 
has shown that if p is a quasi-continuous real-valued function 
on a finite closed interval Ca,b], then there is a sequence 
of stepfunctions converging to p uniformly on this interval. 
We note the following special case of Theorem 3.8 in (3). 
Theorem A. Suppose g is a real-valued function on the 
entire real axis which is of bounded variation on every finite 
closed interval and f is a quasi-continuous real-valued func­
tion on the finite closed interval [a,bj. Then 
Fm rf(y)dg(y) = (LS) T f(y)dg(y) 
i/a [^a,bj 
> [f(v+)-f(Y)]'[K(y'*")-g(v)] 
a-y<b 
-f(b).[g(b+)-g(b)] +1- CZZ[f(y-)-f(y)> 
a<y-b 
[g(y)-g(y")] - f(a)'[g(a)-g(a-)]. 
An integration-by-parts theorem stated as Theorem 6 in 
Chapter Three of (6) is 
Theorem B. Suppose f and g are real-valued functions 
on the entire real axis which are of bounded variation on 
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every finite closed interval. Suppose [a,bj is such an in­
terval. Then  ^
(LS)I f(y)dg(y) = Fm^ f (y)dg(y) 
+#..[f(a)+f(a-)].[g(a)-g(a-)]+i'[f(b+)+f(b)}[g(b+)-g(b)] 
+§•• { (LS) / f(y)dg(y)+(LS) / g(y)df(y) 
v[a,bj [^a,b] 
- [f(b+).g(b+)-f(a-).g(a-)]}. 
Under the hypothesis of Theorem B above we have that 
(LS) / f(y)dg(y) = (LS) / g(y)df(y) 
[a,b] [^a,b] 
-2-Fm 
b 
g(y)df(y) + g(b)*Cf(b)-f(b"'')]+g(b"'")'f(b) 
-g(a).[f(a)-f(a~)] - g(a-)-f(a). 
The definition of the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral 
(LS)/ f(y)dg(y) here demands that the integrator function 
[^a,b] 
g be of bounded variation on every finite closed interval. 
We shall circumvent this restriction by 
Definition B. Suppose f is a real-valued function on 
the entire real axis which is of bounded variation on every 
finite closed interval. Suppose g is a real-valued function 
on the entire real axis which is quasi-continuous on every 
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finite closed interval. If [a,b] is a finite closed interval, 
then the symbol 
(LS) / f(y)dg(y) 
[^a,b] 
denotes the real number  ^
(LS) / g(y)df(y) - 2*Fm rg(y)df(y) 
t/[a,b] 
+ g(b)'[f (b)-f(b'*')] + g(b"'')'f(b) 
-g(a)'[f(a) - f(a-)]-g(a-)'f(a). 
We note that Definition B is consistent with the conclu­
sion of Theorem B. Finally we have a substitution theorem 
stated as Theorem 8 in Chapter Two of (6), 
Theorem C. Suppose o^  is a non-decreasing real-
valued function on the entire real axis. Suppose R and f are 
oC -measurable real-valued functions on the entire non-negative 
real axis which are bounded on CO,Y] for every positive real 
number Y. Let p be the real-valued function on the entire 
real axis for which 
pCy) = (LS) / f(u)dod(u), 0 ^  y < +oo 
= p(0), -oo<y< 0. 
Then p is of bounded variation on every finite closed inter­
val. Moreover, we have for each positive real number Y that 
the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals 
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>/ (LS) I R(y)-f(y)do^ (y) 
,Y] 
and 
as) / R(y)dp(y) 
[^0,Y] 
exist, and we also have that 
(LS) / R(y)*f(y)do^ (y) 
[^0,Y] 
)/ 
[^0, 
= as   R(y)dp(y)+R(0)-p(0). 
' YJ 
We observe that Theorem C also holds in case o^  is of 
bounded variation on every finite closed interval since we 
know that there are then two non-decreasing real-valued 
functions and 0^ 2 the entire real axis such that 
q/(y) = ocT^ Cy) - o/gCy) for each real number y. The theorem 
then holds for each of o^  ^and 0*^ 2* It is easy to show that 
it also holds for 0^ . 
In the next three phases, (i), (ii) and (iii), we con­
sider specific integral transformations and questions per­
taining to their convergence-preserving. We state existing 
results and - where applicable - simplify them or point out 
improvements and new results to be obtained in Chapter Two 
and in Chapter Three. For convenience, we make the following 
definitions. 
Definition 1,1. T" denotes the set of quasi-continuous 
real-valued functions p on the entire real axis for which 
p(y) = p(0) if y < 0. 
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Definition 1.2. 5^  denotes the set of functions p which 
are in T"and for which lim p(y) exists and is a real number 
y—>+00 
p(+oo). 
Definition 1.3, 5^  denotes the set of functions p which 
are in 5^  and for which p(+oo) = 0, 
Definition 1.4. denotes the set of functions p which 
are in T"and which are of bounded variation on each finite 
closed interval. 5^  denotes the set of functions p which are 
in 9 and which are of bounded variation on each finite closed 9 
interval. 
(i) In this first phase we consider a function-to-function 
transformation from the.subset ^  of ?" to the set S of functions 
Op for which 
p+oo 
(1.1) crp(%) = (LS) / R(x,y)dp(y), 0 ^  x < +co. 
(a) Necessary conditions for convergence-preserving with 
in case the functions p are in and we have for each 
non-negative real number x that R(x,y) as a function of y is 
quasi-continuous on the entire non-negative real y axis. 
G. G. Lorentz (5) considers summability for functions in­
volving a function-to-function transformation as described 
by Equation 1.1 but with ordinary Stieltjes integration. He 
uses results obtained by Banach (1) concerning linear func-
tionals to show that the following conditions are necessary 
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for convergence-preserving in case the functions p are of 
bounded variation on [0,Y] for every positive real number Y, 
and if for each non-negative real number x we have that 
R(x,y) as a function of y is continuous: 
(1) there are positive real numbers M, c and 
such that 
lira V„(R(x,y);Cc,Yj) ^  M 
Y->+oo y 
if X - X ; 
o 
(2) there is a positive real number K such that 
IR(x,y)I - K if X - x^  and y - 0; 
(3) there is a real valued function on the entire non-
negative real y axis such that lim R(x,y) exists and is 
cs- V x->^ +co 
tXy) if y -  0. 
(b) Sufficient conditions for convergence-preserving with 
in case the functions p are in and we have for each 
non-negative real number x that R(x,y) as a function of y is 
quasi-continuous on the entire non-negative real axis. 
Let us again turn to results obtained by Lorentz in (5). 
Suppose that for each x - 0 we have that R(x,y) as a function 
of y is continuous on the non-negative real axis. Suppose 
that his Conditions (1), (2) and (3) hold. Then it follows 
that V(^ [c,d3) - M if d > c. Lorentz then shows that for p 
in such that lim p(y) = 0, 
y->+oo 
lira (LS) / 't(y)dp(y) 
v_»4.orN uTn. v1 Y->+ o [^0,Y]
exists and is finite, for each real number x exceeding x^  
lim (RS) / R(x,y)dp(y) 
Y->+oo i/[0,Y] 
exists and is finite, and 
+00 
lim (RS) rR(x,y)dp(y) 
x->+oo JQ 
exists and equals 
+00 
(LS)^ t(y)dp(y) . 
To obtain the results above, Lorentz uses the Lebesgue 
Dominated Convergence Theorem. A more natural setting for 
the application of this theorem seems to be with the Lebesguer 
Stieltjes integral. In Theorem 2.3 we show that Lorentz*s 
Conditions (1), (2) and (3) are also sufficient for convergence-
preserving with in case the functions R and p are as 
stated at the outset of part (b), and integration is taken to 
be in the Lebesgue-Stieltjes sense. We also use the integra-
tion-by-parts theorem of Mundt's stated in this paper as 
Theorem B. 
(c) Necessary conditions for convergence-preserving with 
for each non-negative real number x, R(x,y) as a function 
of y is of bounded variation on [0,Y] for each positive real 
number Y. 
We have in Theorem 2.2 three conditions that are neces­
sary for convergence-pre serving with They are: 
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A: lim Vy(R(x,y);[0,Y]) sVCx) 
y->+co  ^
is finite if x - 0; 
B*: there are positive real numbers M, c and x^  
such that 
Vy(R(x,y) ;[c,Yj) ^  M 
if X - x^  and Y > c; 
D: there is a real-valued function on the entire 
non-negative real axis such that lim R(x,y) exists and is 
c_ . x-^ +oo 
tTCy) if y - 0. 
This last condition is, of course, the same as Lorentz*s 
Condition (3) stated in part (a). 
(d) Sufficient conditions for convergence-preserving with 
if for each non-negative real number x, R(x,y) as a func­
tion of y is of bounded variation on [0,Y] for every positive 
real number Y, 
In (5), Lorentz works with the Riemann-Stieltjes integral 
and as domain of the transformation a set of continuous real-
valued functions on 0 - y < +oo. He demands that 
lira V (R(x,y);[0,Y]) =V(x) 
Y->-+oo ' 
be finite if x - 0. Then for p a continuous real-valued 
function on 0 - y < +oo such that lim p(y) = 0, 
y-* +00 
Ixm (RS)/ p(y)d R(x,y) 
Y->+oo J y 
o 
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exists and is finite if x - 0, so that for each x - 0 
lim (RS) rR(x,y)dp(y) 
Y->+oo J ^  
exists and equals 
+00 
-R(x,0)-p(0) - (RS) / p(y)dyR(x,y). 
Suppose we let R be the real-valued function on the set of 
ordered pairs (x,y) of non-negative real numbers such that 
if X - 0 then R(x,0) = R(x,0), and such that 
R(x,y) = |-'[R(x,y"'')+R(x,y")J, x - 0 and y > 0. 
For each x - 0, 
Vy(R(x,y);[0,Yj) ^  Vy(R(x,y);[0, Yj) 
if Y > 0, and RCx^ y"*") = RCx^ y"*") if y - 0 and R(x,y~) = 
R(x,y") if y > 0. If p is a continuous real-valued function 
on 0 - y < +00 such that lim pCy) = 0, " 
y-^ +oo 
A Y 
(RS) / R(x,y)dp(y) = R(x,Y)'p(y) - R(x,0)-p(0) 
-(RS) fp(y)dyR(x,y) + p(Y)-[R(x,y)-R(x,Y)] 
o^ 
for every x - 0 and every Y > 0, so that 
A+00  ^ .+00 
(RS)J R(x,y)dp(y) = -R(x,0)•p(0) - (RS) / p(y)dyR(x,y) 
= (RS) / R(x,y)dp(y) 
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if X - 0. It can be assumed then, without loss of generality, 
that 
R(x,y) = f-[R(x,y"^ )+R(x,y"-) ] 
if X - 0 and y > 0. Since the functions p considered by 
Lorentz are continuous at 0, it may also be assumed that 
R(x,0) = 0 if X - 0. Hence for every continuous real-valued 
function p on 0 - y < +oo such that lim p(y) = 0, 
y->+00 
p+OO +00 
(RS) / R(x,y)dp(y) = (RS) / p(y)dy[-R(x,y)] 
if X - 0. Suppose now that there is a positive real number 
M such that V(x) < M if x - 0, and that there is a real-
valued function 5 on the non-negative real axis such that 
i) È is of bounded variation on [O,Y] for every posi­
tive real number Y, and lim V(^ ;[0,Y]) is finite; 
Y-^ +oo 
ii) S(y) = f*[^ (y'*')+S(y~)J if y > 0; 
iii) S(0) = 0; 
iv) lim (RS) f R(x,y)dy = (RS) P^ Cy)dy 
x->+oo C/Q 
for all positive real numbers Y; 
v) lim R(x,y) = S(y) if y > 0. 
x->+oo 
We may then use a theorem of F. Riesz (see page 120 of (7)) 
to have that 
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lim (RS) f p(y)d^ (x,y) 
X—>+00 J. ^ 
exists and equals  ^
(RS) y^ p(y)d5(y) 
if Y > 0 and p is a continuous real-valued function on [0,Y]. 
It is easily verified that for p a continuous real-valued 
function on 0 - y < +oo such that lira pCy) r 0» 
y-*+00 
+00 +00 
lim (RS) rR(x,y)dp(y) = (RS) (y)dp(y). 
x->+oo i/o 
In his thesis, M. G. Mundt (6) considers functions p 
in T. However, upon acceptance of Definition B, his results V 
are equally valid for functions p in T". We therefore in­
clude his findings in this discussion. Mundt states the fol­
lowing conditions. 
Condition A. For each non-negative real number x, 
R(x,y) as a function of y is of bounded variation on [0,Yj 
for every positive real number Y and 
lim Vy(R(x,y);[0, Y]) = T/(X) 
Y—>+00 
is finite. 
Condition B. There is a positive real number M such 
that T/^ x) - M if X - 0. 
Condition C. There is a real-valued function S on the 
non-negative real axis such that 5 is of bounded variation 
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on [0,Y] for every positive real number Y, and 
lim V„(R(x,y)-(?;[0,Y]). 
X—»-+OO ^ 
exists and is 0 for every positive real number Y. 
If these conditions hold then we have, first of all, 
that 
lira V(S;[0,Y]) ^  M. 
Y->+oo 
Moreover, if p is in 5^  and x - 0 then both 
lira (LS) / p(y)d^ Cx,y) 
Y-»+Qo i/fn.Yl ' o [^0, ]
and 
Y 
lim- Pm / p(y)d^ (x,y) 
Y->+oo JQ 
exist and are finite. (We understand here that R(x,y) = 
R(x,0) if y < 0.) From Theorem B or Definition B - according 
as to whether p is of bounded variation on each finite closed 
interval or not - we see that 
lim (LS) / R(x,y)dp(y) 
 ^ Y^ +oo [^0,Y] 
exists and equals 
+ 00 +^00 
(LS)p(y)dyR(x,y) - 2.Fmp(y)dyR(x,y) - R(x,0)-p(0) 
for every function p in 5q and every x - 0. If p is in 5^  
then both 
lim (LS) / p(y)dScy) 
Y—+00 i/[o,Y] 
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and  ^
lim Fm/p(y)dô(y) 
Y-^ +oo 
exist and are finite. (Here again we understand that ^ (y) 
(^0) if y < 0.) Hence we have that 
lira (LS)f (^y)dp(y) 
Y--+00 t/ r o ,Y] +^oo [0
exists and equals 
.+00 n +^00 
(LS) fp(y)d^ (y) - 2«Fm Pp(y)d^ (y) - (^ (O)'p(O) 
o^ ''o 
for every function p in 5q. it is also true that for every 
^ .+00 
lim (LS) / p(y)dyR(x,y) 
x-^ +co i/^  o 
exists and equals 
+00 
(LS)Jp(y)dS(y), 
and that 
.+00 
lim Fm / p(y)d^ (x,y) 
x-»-+oo I/Q  ^
exists and equals 
Fm^  
o 
If p is in 5^  we then have that 
nj p(y)dS(y). 
lim T(LS)^  R(x,y)dp(y) + R(x,0).p(0)l>" 
x-s'+oo'- J ^  
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exists and equals 
n 0 (LS) / o(y)dp(y) + 6(0).p(0) . 
We now show that if under Idundt's Conditions A, B, 0 
lim R(x,0) exists and is a real number, T(0), then 
X-*- +00 
lim R(x,y) exists if y > 0 and equals {&(y) + . 
x^ +oo 
Proof. Suppose 'y > 0 and x - 0. Then 
lR(x,y)-{S(y) +[t(0)-S<0)]}| 
^ I C R (x,y)-S(y)] -  [RCx,0)-S(0)]|  
+ 1 R(x,0)-t(0)l 
- Vy(R(x,y) - S;[0,y]) +|R(x,0)-^ 0)| 
->0 as x-> ("OO . 
The desired result follows at once. 
Therefore if lim R(x,0) exists here and is finite, we have 
x-^ +oo 
what we state as 
Condition D. For each non-negative real number y we 
have that lim R(x,y) exists and is a real number T(y). 
x-»+oo 
It is easily verified that Condition D is necessary for 
the transformation described by Equation 1,1 to be convergence-
preserving with 5^  in <2 because if y is a non-negative real 
number then we need only consider the function p for which 
p(t) = -1 if t ^  y and p(t) = 0 if t > y. 
In his paper, Mundt has in addition in his Condition D on 
16 
the function R that lira R(x,Y^ ) exists and is finite if 
X—>+00 
Y - 0. We show that this property of R is a consequence of our 
Condition A, Condition B, Condition C and Condition D\here.; -
Proof. Suppose Y is a non-negative real number and G 
is a positive real number. There is a positive real number 
h such that 
I S(y) - AY^)! <G/8, 
and hence also 
I t(y) - t(Y+)l < G/8, 
if Y < y < Y+h. There is a positive real number x^  such that 
Vy(R(x,y)-S;[0,Y+h] ) < e /8 
if X>.XQ. Hence for x > x^ , and for any two real numbers 
?! and for which Y < y^  < yg < Y+h, we have that 
LR(X,Y2)  -  RCX.Y^) !  
- l[R(x,y2)-S(y2)]-[R(x,yi)-S(yjL)]| + |<fcy2I 
< Vy(R(x,y)-5;[0,Y+hj) + g/4 
< 3e/8. 
Now, for any x > x^  and any real number y for which 
Y < y < Y'+h, there is a real number y such that Y < y < Y+h 
for which 
IrCXJY"*") - R(x,y)|< e/8, 
and hence 
|R (X ,Y+)  -  R(x,y)| 
-1R(X,Y^)  -  R(X ,^ )1 + |R(x,y) - R(x, y)| 
<e/2. 
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Suppose then that y is some real number for which Y < y < Y+h. 
There is a real number x exceeding x^  such that 
if X > X. Therefore we have for all real numbers x exceeding 
This completes the proof. 
We conclude this phase with these reflections. In case the 
above Conditions A, B, D hold, we have for each ordered pair 
(x,Y) of real numbers with x - 0 and Y > 0 that 
|R(x ,Y )i  ^ lR(x,0)i + |R (X ,Y ) -  R(x,0)l 
-  |R ( x , 0 ) |  +  VY(R ( x , y ) ; C O ,Y] )  
- I R(x,0)( + M, 
and hence there are positive real numbers and K such that 
A, Condition B and Condition D hold, we have that Lorentz*s 
Condition (1) in part (a) holds for c = 0; moreover, Lorentzfe 
Condition (2) in part (a) also holds as just shown, and his 
Condition (3) in part (a) obviously holds since it is the same 
as the above Condition D. We observe that we use Mundt*s 
Condition C to establish that for p in T" both 
lR(x,y) - t(y)l < e/4 
X that |R(x,Y+) -  t(Y+)l 
^Ir(X ,Y+) -  R ( x , y ) |  + | r ( X ,P -  t ( y ) l  
+ lt(y) -  T(Y+) I 
< e . 
I  R(x,y)| - K if X - XQ and y - 0. In case the above Condition 
lim 
x-^ +oo 
p(y)dyR(x,y) •f. 
and 
+00 
exist and are equal to 
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lim FmJ^  p(y)dyR(x,y) 
[0 ,Y)  
and y 
(LS) / p(y)dS(y) 
«^ [0,Y
Fmp(y)dS(y) 
respectively, for each Y > 0, We wonder, naturally, whether 
the above Condition A, Condition B and Condition D are by them­
selves sufficient for convergence-preserving with 5*^  in ^  here -
if this is not the case, then Lorentz*s Conditions (1), (2) 
and (3) in part (a) are not sufficient. We are not able to 
answer this question here. Then we wonder whether we could 
get by with the above Condition A, Condition B, Condition D 
and some condition which requires less of the kernel R than does 
Mundt's Condition C. In the next chapter, then, we shall re­
place the above Condition C and Condition D by a Condition C* 
that is less stringent than Condition C and that also implies 
Condition D. 
(ii) We consider in this phase an integral-to-function trans­
formation from a set of improper Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals 
(LS) / f(y)doc^ (y) to a set o of functions af,o^ such that 
.+00 
(1.2) of^ o^ x) = (LS) / R(x,y)'f(y)doC^ (y), 0 - x < +oo . 
(a) In his thesis, Mundt (6) considers improper Lebesgue-
n+co 
Stieltjes integrals (LS) I f(y)da/(y) wherein 0(^ is a real-
19 
valued function on the entire real axis which is of bounded 
variation on every finite closed interval, and f is an q/-
measurable real-valued function on the non-negative real axis 
which is bounded on [0,Y] for every positive real number Y. 
Moreover, he supposes that R is a real-valued function on 
the set of ordered pairs (x,y) of non-negative real numbers 
such that for each non-negative real number x, R(x,y) as a 
function of y is of bounded variation on [0,Y] for every posi­
tive real number Y, He shows that then his Condition A, 
Condition B, Condition C and Condition D, described in part (d) 
of phase (i), are sufficient for convergence-preserving with 
every convergent improper Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral as above 
in the domain of our transformation. In the next paragraph we 
describe a technique which is simpler than that given by Mundt 
to establish that our four conditions are sufficient. We use 
Theorem C to relate the transformation under consideration here 
to that described in phase (i) and work with functions p that 
are of bounded variation on [0,Y] for every positive real num­
ber Y. 
Suppose R is a real-valued function on the set of 
ordered pairs (x,y) of non-negative real numbers such that 
our Condition A, Condition B, Condition C and Condition D 
hold. Suppose ot^  is a real-valued function on the entire real 
axis which is of bounded variation on every finite closed in­
terval, and f is an 0(^ -measurable real-valued function on 
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the non-negative real axis which is bounded on [0,Y] for every 
positive real number Y. Let 
p(y) = (LS) / f(u)do«^ (u),, 0 ^  y < +00 
C^O,y] 
= p(0), -00< y < 0. 
Suppose that lim p(y) exists and is a real number p(+oo). 
y-> +00 
Let 
p^Cy) = p(y) - pC+00) 
for all real numbers y. From Theorem C we have if x - 0 
and Y > 0 that 
(LS) / R(x,y)*f (y)do<:f(y) 
"^ [O.Y] 
=(LS)/ R(x,y)dp(y) + R(x,0)-p(0) 
C^O,Y] 
=(LS)/ R(x,y)dp,(y) + R(x,O)-p(O). 
t/[0,Y]  ^
Now, p^  is a real-valued function in 5^ . As observed in 
part (d) of phase (i) we have that 
+00 
(LS) / R(x,y)dpj^ (y) lim 
x->+oo 
exists and equals 
too 
(LS)^ 'S(y)dpj^ (y) + [S(0)-*l(0)3-p^ (0). 
For each positive real number Y we have that 
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(LS) / (^y)'f (y)dO(^ (y) 
v[0,Yj 
= (LS) r (^y)dp(y) + ^ (O)'p(O) 
= (L$) / o(y)dp,(y) + ^ (0)*p(0), 
^C0,YJ ^ 
Hence we have that 
lira (LS) / (^y)-f(y)do(^ (y) 
Y-^ +oo [^0,Y] 
exists and is finite, and we see that 
,+co 
lim (LS) / R(x,y)»f(y)do(^ (^y) 
x-?-+oo 1/ 
exists and equals 
+^00 
(LS) fScy)'fCy)dc/(y) - &0).p(0) 
[^ (0) - t(0)]-p^ (0) + t(0)-p(0) 
.+00 
= (LS)J^j(y).f(y)do/(y) + [t(0) -  S(0)].p(+oo). 
In view of Definition B it would seem as though we 
could consider the transformation described by Equation 1.2 
for improper Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals-
4+00 
(LS) I f(y)dO(/(y), 
'i 
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where f is a real-valued function on the entire real axis 
which is of bounded variation on every finite closed inter-
entire real axis. Attempts to reach some conclusion here 
have failed. The difficulty seems to stem from the lack of 
a suitable substitution theorem. 
(iii) We consider in this phase a function-to-rfunction 
where Q/ is a real-valued function on the entire real axis 
which is of bounded variation on every finite closed interval, 
and R is a real-valued function on the set of ordered pairs 
(x,y) of non-negative real numbers such that for each non-
negative real number x we have that R(x,y) as a function of y 
is bounded and ccf-measurable on the closed interval CO,Y] for 
each positive real number Y. 
In Chapter Three we find by using Theorem C a set of 
conditions on the function T for which 
that are necessary for the transformation determined by Equation 
val, and is a quasi-continuous real-valued function on the 
transformation from a subset <2 of T'to a set ^  of functions 
Op such that 
+00 
(1.3) OpCx) = (LS) / R(x,y)'p(y)do/(y), 0 ^  x < +00 
R(x,u)dO(i^ (u), 0 - X < +00, 0 - y < +00 
1.3 to be convergence preserving with 5* in<2. We then relate 
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these conditions to the function R relative to the function 
and obtain results that are stated by Hardy in (2) for the 
case in which o^ (y) = y for each real number y. 
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CHA.PTER TWO: A FUNCTION-TO-FUNCTION TRANSFORMATION 
WHICH DEPENDS ON A KERNEL 
We begin with 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose R is a real-valued function on 
the set of ordered pairs (x,y) of non-negative real numbers 
and 5 is a real-valued function on the entire non-negative 
real axis. Suppose R(x,y) = R(x,0) if x - 0 and y<0, &(y) 
&(0) if y < 0 and 
i) for each non-negative real number x, R(x,y) as a 
function of y is of bounded variation on [0,Y] for every 
positive real number Y; 
ii) there is a positive real number M such that 
V (R(x,y);[0,Y])<M 
if X - 0 and Y •> 0; 
iii) lim R(x,y) = &(y) uniformly in y on [0,Y] for 
x-»+oo 
every positive real number Y. 
Then if Y is a positive real number, we have that 5 is of 
bounded variation on [0,Y] and V(&;[0,Y]) - M. Moreover, 
if p is a quasi-continuous real-valued function on the en­
tire real axis, then 
lim (LS) / p(y)d R(x,y) = (LS) / p(y)d5(y) 
x->+oo t/[0,Y3 y _ i/[0,Y] 
for every positive real number Y. 
Proof. Suppose each of Y and 6 is a positive real 
number, and that P =^ 0 = tg < t^ <,. .< t^  ^= Y^  is a partition 
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of [0,Y]. There is a positive real number XQ such that 
|R(x,t)-S(t)|<e/(2m) 
if X > XQ and t is in [0,Y]. Suppose x > XQ. Then 
S |&(t.)-2(t, .)! j=l J 
m A m 
- S |ô(t.)-R(x,t.)| + S |R(x,t.)-R(x,t. i)| j=l J J j=l  ^
+ Z^ lR(5,tj_i)-&<tj_i)| 
< e/2+M+e/2 
= e+M. 
V/e conclude that 5 is of bounded variation on [0,Y] and 
that V(S;[0,Y]) ^  M. 
Suppose - again - thatis a positive real number. 
If p is a quasi-continuous real-valued function on the entire 
real axis and Y is a positive real number, there is a step-
function s on the entire real axis such that ~-
|s(t)-p(t)|<e/(12M) 
if t is in Eo,Y]. Let b be a real number that exceeds Y 
and let a be a negative real number. Let K denote a real 
number that exceeds both 1 and V(s;[a,b]). Let N denote 
a real number such that N > 1 and |s(t)|<N if t is in 
[a,b]. There is a positive real number XQ such that 
lR(x,t)-S(t)(<e/Cl2KN) 
if X > XQ and t is in [a,b]. Suppose x > XQ. From Theorem 
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B we then have that 
I(LS) r p(y)d R(x,y) - (LS) / p(y)d£(y)| 
- I(LS)f [p(y)-s(y)]dyR(x,y)| 
+ L(LS) / S(Y)DV[R(X,Y)-&(Y)]| 
J[0,Y]  ^
+ ((LS) I [p(y)-s(y)]d&(y)| 
JtO,Y] 
< (e/(12M))M+*[l(LS) / [R(x,y)-S(y)]ds(y) 1 
[^0,Y] 
+ I 2- FmjT [R(x,y)-S(y)Jds(y)| 
+ |R (x,Y+)-S(Y+)|.|s(Y)l 
+ I R(x,Y)-&(Y) I. |s(Y)-s(Y+)| 
+ I R(x,0-)-&(0-)|.|s(0)| 
+ (R(X,0)-5(0) !• |s(0)-s(0- )}+(e/Cl2M))M 
< (e /(12M) )M + {(:e/(12KN))K+2(e/(12KN))K 
+ (e/(12KN))N+(e/(12KN))(2N) + (e/(12KN))N 
+ (€/(12KN))(2N  ^ +(e/(12M))M 
< e. 
We conclude that 
lim (LS)/ p(y)d R(x,y) = (LS) / p(y)dS(y). 
x-»-+co 1/ [0,Y]  ^ J[0,Y] 
This concludes the proof. 
In the next theorem we replace Mundt's Condition C 
and Condition D by a Condition C* which is weaker than 
Mundt's Condition C and our Condition D in part (d) of phase 
(i) i:n Chapter One and also implies our Condition D . We have 
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Theorem 2.1» Suppose R is a real-valued function on 
the set of ordered pairs (x,y) of non-negative real numbers 
such that for each non-negative real number x, R(x,y) as 
a function of y is of bounded variation on [0,Y] for every 
positive real number Y. Suppose R satisfies the following 
conditions : 
A: for every non-negative real number x 
lim V (R(x,y) ;[0, Y]) = VCx) 
Y—>+00  ^
is finite; 
B: there is a positive real number M such that 
•JCx) < M if X - 0; 
C*: there is a real-valued function S on the entire 
non-negative real axis such that 
lim R(x,y) = S(y) 
X—>-+oo 
uniformly in y on [0,Y] for every positive real number Y. 
Then the function-to-function transformation determined by 
p +00 
Op(x) = (LS)/ R(x,y)dp(y), 0 ^  x < +oo, 
for the functions p in some subset (3 of T is convergence-
preserving; moreover, for each function p in 5^ , p is in (5, and 
+^00 
(LS) / Ô (y)dp(y) exists and equals lim a (x). 
0^ x->+oo P 
Proof. we have from Condition B, Condition C* and 
hence from Lemma 2.1 that S is of bounded variation on 
[0,Y] for every positive real number Y and that 
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(2.1) lim V<5;[0,Y]) ^  M. 
y->+oo 
Suppose p is a function in We know from Statement 2,1 
that each of' 
lira (LS) / p(y)d^ (y) 
Y->+co 4O,Y] 
and aY n 
lim Fm / p(y)dô(y) 
Y->+oo Jq 
exists and is finite. From Theorem B or Definition B -
according as to whether p is of bounded variation on each 
finite closed interval or not - we then have that 
lim (LS) / (^y)dp(y) 
Y^ +oo [^0,Y] 
exists and equals 
(\+oo n n+oo p ft 
(LS) / p(y)dô(y)-2»Fm / p(y)dô(y)-p(0)'o(0) . 
I/O Jo 
Suppose X is a non-negative real number. From Condition A 
we have that each of 
and 
lim (LS) / p(y)d R(x,y) 
Y-^ +co JiO.Y] y 
lim Fm rp(y)dyR(x,y) 
Y->+oo w 0 
exists and is finite. (We understand here that R(x,y) = 
R(x,0) if X - 0 and y < 0, and that 5(y) = ^ (0) if y < 0.) 
Again we have from Theorem B or Definition B that 
lim (LS) / R(x,y)dp(y) 
Y-*-+oo u[0,Y] 
exists and equals 
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+00 m+OO 
(LS)Jp(y)dyR(x,y)-2.Fm y^ p(y)dyR(x,y)-p(0).R(x,0). 
From Lemma 2.1 we know that if Y > 0, then 
(2.2) lim (LS) / p(y)d_R(x,y) 
x->+oo v[o,Y]  ^
and a result of Lane's (see Lemma 4.2a in (4)) implies that 
Y 
(2.3) lim Pmj^ p(y)d^ R(x,y) 
x-^ +oo 
îY 
- PmJ^ p(y)dS(y). 
Suppose now that € is a positive real number. Because of 
Condition B, Statement 2.1 and the fact that lim p(y) = 0, 
y-»+oo 
there is a positive real number Y^  such that if x - 0, then 
ijL = lim I (LS) I p(y)dvR(x,y)l <e/8, 
Y-^ +oo i/(Yo»Y]  ^ ' ' 
= lim I (LS) f p(y)dS(y) |<e/8, 
Y-^ +oo i/(yo,Y3 
a.
83 5 lim I  Fm /p(y)dyR(x,y) |<e/l6, 
Y-*"+oo vY_ 
0 
and y 
^4 = lim I  Fm /p(y)dô(y)I<e/l6. 
Y->+oo Y^Q 
From Statements 2.2 and 2.3 it follows that there is a posi­
tive real number x such that if x > x, then 
5^ = |(LS)f  p(y)dy[R(x,y] - S(y)] |<e/8 
and 
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Yo 
=1 Fm rp(y)dy[R(x,y) - S(y)]|<e/8. 
From Condition C* we know that there is a positive real num­
ber X* such that 
ay = I p(0).[R(x,0) - S(0)]|<e/8 
if X > X*. Suppose X > X + X*. Then 
nP 0^  
l ( L S ) J  R(x,y)dp(y) - (LS)J o(y)dp(y) | 
-*1 * ^ 3 * ^ 3^ * ^ 4^ * Bg * 2a^  + a^  
<e. 
We therefore conclude that 
p+oo 
lim (LS) / R(x,y)dp(y) 
x-> +00 VQ 
exists and equals 
(LS)y^ S(y)dp(y). 
This was to be shown. 
It is easily seen that Mundt's Condition C and our Condi­
tion D imply our Condition C* in case the functions S and tT 
therein are such that S<0) = t(0) - a rather mild restriction. 
Because if each of Y and G is a positive real number, there is 
a positive real number x such that 
Vy(R(x,y)-S;[0,yj)<e/2 
and 
lR(x,0)-â(0)Ue/2 
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if X > X. Hence if x > x and y is in [0,Y], then 
I R(x,y)-S(y)I 
-I [R(x,y)-<?(y)]-[R(x,0)-S(0)]( + IR(X,0)-^(0)l 
 ^ VY(R(x,y)-3;[0,Y]) + (R(X,0)-^ (0)| 
< e .  .  
Consequently Condition C* is met. However, Condition C* 
does not imply Mundt*s Condition C. To.see this, we need 
only consider the following 
Example 2.1. Let R be the real-valued function on the 
set of ordered pairs (x,y) of non-negative real numbers for 
which 
R(x,y) = ^  if X is a positive integer and 
T 
y ~ X for some positive integer r, 
0 < r - X, 
= 0 otherwise. 
Let S be the real-valued function on the entire non-negative 
real y axis for which^ (y) = 0 if y is a non-negative real 
number. We then have that 
lim R(x,y) = ^ (y) 
x-> +00 
uniformly in y on [O, Y] for each positive real number Y. 
However, it is not true that 
lira V (R(x,y)-^ ;[0,Y]) - 0 
x-»-+oo y 
if Y > 1, since Vy(R(x,y)-^;[0,Yj) = 2 if x is a positive 
integer and Y > 1. 
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We now obtain a set of conditions that are necessary for 
convergence-preserving with in case we deal with the 
function-to-function transformation under consideration in the 
preceding theorem. These conditions are Mundt*s Condition A, 
a Condition B* which holds if Mundt*s Condition B holds, and 
our Condition D. Lorentz, in (5), establishes a similar 
result in case for each x - 0 the function R is continuous 
as a function of y; moreover, he makes use of this, fact in 
his proof. Our technique here does not depend on this con­
tinuity of R and could be used to establish Lorentz's result 
as well. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose R is a real-valued function on 
the set of ordered pairs <x,y) of non-negative real numbers 
such that for each non-negative real number x, R(x,y) as a 
function of y is of bounded variation on [0,Y] for every 
positive real number Y. In order that the function-to-
function transformation determined by 
+00 
o (x) = (LS) I R(x,y)dp(y), 0 - x < +oo , 
for the functions p in some subset of T~ be convergence-
preserving with , it is necessary that 
A: for every non-negative real number x 
lim V (R(x,y);[0,Y]) =%/(%) 
Y-^ +oo  ^
is finite; 
that 
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B* : there are positive real numbers M, c and Xq such 
Vy(R(x,y);[c,Y]) ^  M 
if X > x^  and Y  > c; 
D: there is a real-valued function ^  on the entire 
non-negative real axis such that lira R(x,y) exists and 
CÏ- X-»- +00 
equals X(y) if y - 0. 
Proof, (a) Suppose there is a non-negative real number 
X such that 
litn V„(R(x,y);[0,Y3) 
Y-* +00  ^
is not finite. 
Let a^  = 0 and let b^  be some positive real number such 
that 
Vy(R<x,y) ;Caj,,bj^ 3) > 1. 
There is a partition P = {a^  = 7i,o^  ^1,1 <'•••< ^Ijn^  " ^l} 
of [a^ ,b^ ] for which 
2^  |R(x,y )-R(x,y, - , ) I > 1. j=l 
Let pj^  be the stepfunction on the entire real axis for which 
1 — 
Pl(t) = X * sgn[R(x,yipj_i)-R(x,yi j)] 
if t is in ^ yi,j-i»yijfor some positive 
integer j, 1 ^  j é 
= 0 if t is not in U^ <^yi,j-i»yi,j> • 
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We note that is in *5q, that |pj^ (t)|^  1 for each real 
number t and that p^ (t) = 0 if t - a^  or t - b^ . Then 
(LS) / R(x,y)dp,(y) 
i/fa-.b-l [ai,bi3 
ni _ ni __ 
- 2 R(x,y, ,)-p^ (y .) - 2 R(x,y, i)*P,<yi 1) j=0 J j=0 '"J 
n^ -l _ + 1^ 
= 2^  X -iRCx.y, -.)-R(x,yi j=l 
> 1 . 1  =  1 .  
Let a^  be a real number exceeding b^ +l and let bg be a 
real number exceeding 82 such that 
Vy(R(x,y);[a2,b2]) > 2. 
We proceed as before to obtain a step function P2 on the 
entire real axis such that pg is in 5^ , (p2(t)(- f for each 
real number t, pgCt) = 0 if t ^  82 or t ^  bg, and such that 
(LS) / R(x,y)dp2(y) > 2'& = 1. 
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We continue in this manner to determine for each positive 
integer k a closed interval [a^ pb^ ] and a step function p^  
on the entire real axis such that 
Now let PQ be the real-valued function on the entire real 
axis for which 
p^ (t) = p^ (t) if t is in [a^ b^^ ] for some 
.positive integer k, 
+00 
= 0 if t is not in U [a^ ,b, ]. 
k=l  ^
We note that p is in ^  and that b^  +oo as k-* +oo. For 
o g jc 
each positive integer k we have that 
i) a%+i>b%+l and Vy(R(x,y);Cajj,bj^ ]) > k; 
Pk is in 5^ , if t is a real number, 
P%(t) = 0 if t  ^a^  or t  ^b^ , and 
(LS) I R(x,y)dpjj(y) > '^k = 1. 
k 
Z j=l 
Hence we conclude that it is not true that 
exists and is finite. 
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Condition A, therefore, is necessary for convergence-
preserving, with 5^  in 
(b) Suppose the transformation is convergence-
preserving but Condition B* does not hold. This means if M, 
c and are positive real numbers, then there is a positive 
real number x with x > x^  for which 
lim V (R(x,y);[c,Y]) > M. 
Y—> +00 ' 
Let be a positive real number. There is a positive 
real numberx^  such that 
lim V_<R(xi,y);[ai,Y] >2. 
Y-* +00  ^
There is a real number b^  exceeding a^  such that 
Vy(R(x^ ,y);[a^ ,b^ ]) > 2 
and 
lim V (R(x-, ,y) ;[b-,Y]) < 1. 
Y-^ +co^   ^
(We know that -lAx^ ) is finite.) There is - as in part (a) 
of this proof - a step function p^  in 5^  for which (p^ Ct)! ^  1 
if t is in the open interval (ai,b^ ), p^ (t) = 0 if t - a^  or 
t - b^ , and such that 
(LS) / R(x_,y)dp.(y) > 1. 
There are positive real numbers C2 and §2 with c^  > x^ +l 
such that 
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1(LS)/ R(x,y)dp, (y) I ^ gg 
if X > c^ . 
Let be a real number exceeding b^ +l. There is a real 
number x^  exceeding c^  such that 
lim V (R(x_,y);[a2,Y]) > 2'g2+2^ ' 
Y-> +00 y 
There is a real number 1^ 2 exceeding a^  such that 
Vy(R(x2,y);[a2,b2]) > 2'g2+2^ 
and 
lim V (R(x2,y);[b2,Y]) < 1, 
Y-> +00 ' 
There is a step function P2 in 5^  for which jp^ Ct)! - •§• if 
t is in the open interval (a^ pbg), p^ Ct) = 0 if t - ag or 
t - bg, and such that 
(LS) / R(x2,y)dp2(y) > g2+2 . 
"Ca2,b2] 
We continue in this manner to obtain a sequence 
+00 _ +oo 
=2 
1 1  
•s[a-,b-]/ of closed intervals, a sequence Tg/i . , 
J J j=l L J J J=£ 
+00 
of positive real numbers and a sequences p. >, where for 
•- «J -J j=l 
each positive integer j pu is a function in 5^  and such 
that the following statements hold: 
i) for each positive integer j, aj+i>bj+l and Xj+i>Xj+l; 
/ 
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ii) for each positive integer k 
k 
2 as) f  
j=l [^aj,bj 
R(x,y)dpj(y)| ^ 
if X - %k+l: 
iii) for each integer j greater than 1 we have that 
Vy(R(Xj,y);[aj,bj]) > 
and 
lim V_(R(x.,y);[b.,Y]) < 1; 
Y—>+00 ' J J 
iv) for each integer j greater than 1 we have that 
|P:(t)|- i if t is in the open interval (a.,b.); p.(t) = 0 
J J J J J 
if t - aj or t - bj, and 
( LS )  f  R(X:,y)dp.(y) > ^ "(j'g.+j^ ). 
J[aybJ J J J J 
Now let PQ be the real-valued function on the entire real 
axis for which 
p^ Ct) = p^ Xt) if t is in the open interval 
(aj^ ,bj^ ) for some positive integer k, 
+00 
= 0 if t is not in U (a^ b^.). 
k=l  ^
We note that p^  is in 
Suppose k is an integer greater than 1. From iii) and 
the definition of p^  it follows that 
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lira I(LS)/ p (y)d R(x ,y) I  ^k+1 ' 1 
Y-»+oo i/fa Y l  o  y  ^  ^ [ v^ i, j
Y 
'k+1 
and 
Po(y)dyR(Xk'y)l-
*k+l 
Since VCx, ) is finite and lira p (Y) = 0, we see that 
 ^ Y->+oo ° 
lim {p^ (Y).[R(x. ,Y)-R(x. ,Y+)]+p (Y+)'R(x^ )} = 0. 
Y-f+oo*- ° K  ^ o ® -» 
From Theorem B we have if Y > a, , that k+1 
(LS) r R(Xj^ ,y)dpQ(y) 
i/[ait+i»Y] Y 
= (LS) jT Po(y)d R(x^ ,y) - 2-Pmjp^ (y)d R(Xj^ ,y) 
' k + 1 ' * k + l  
+Po(Y).[R(x%,Y) - R(xj,,Y+)] + Po(Y+)'R(x. ,Y). 
Hence 
(2.4) lim |(LS) / R(x, ,y)dp (y) | ^ • 
Y->+oo  ^ ® 
Let us now assume that k is an integer exceeding 1. Then 
«+00 
(LS) / R(Xj^ ,y)dpQ(y) 
0^ 
k-1 
2 (LS)r R(x%,y)dp.(y) 
J=1 i/[a,,bj  ^ J 
J 
+ (LS) / R(Xj^ ,y)dp-(y) 
+ lim (LS) f R(x%,y)dpo(y). 
Y-^ +oo J[ak+i,Y] 
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It is apparent then from ii), iv) and Statement 2.4 that 
0*"° . 3 
t tS)  I 
l/Q 
A , 3 
- k-]c+T' 
Therefore it is not true that 
+00 
lim (LS) /R(x,7)dp (y) 
x->+oo lA 
exists and is finite. This is a contradiction. 
(b) Suppose Y is a non-negative real number. Consider 
the element p of 5^  for which p(y) = -1 if y - Y and p(y) = 0 
if y > Y. Then a (x) = R(x,Y) if x - 0. Since lim a (x) 
P x^ +oo P 
exists and is finite, lim R(x,Y) exists and is finite. 
x-»+oo 
Denote this limit by t(Y). This completes the proof. 
In order to point out that Condition C* of Theorem 2.1 
is not necessary for convergence-preserving with % in <2. for the 4 
"intégral transformation under consideration there, we present 
Example 2.2. Let R be the real-valued function on 
the set of ordered pairs (x,y) of non-negative real numbers 
such that 
R(x,y) = 1 if X > 0 and y - ^  , 
= 0 if x > 0 and y > i ^ 
= 0 if X = 0. 
Suppose p is a function in 5^ . If x > 0, then 
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a (x) = lim (LS)/ R(x,y)dp(y) 
P Y->+co C^O,Y] 
-
= (LS)I , dp(y) 
1 
= P(x ) P(0). 
Hence lim a (Jc) exists and equals p(0+)-p(0). We see that 
x-^  +00 P — 
the integral transformation here is convergence-preserving 
'u 
function S such that 
for the f nctions p in 5^ ; however, there is no real-valued 
lim R(x,y) = S(y) 
x->+oo 
uniformly on every interval [0,Y] with Y > 0. 
In the next theorem we concern ourselves with the case 
in which the function-to-function transformation considered 
in this chapter is applied to a set â- of functions p in T^ . 
We obtain a set of conditions that are sufficient for preserva­
tion of convergence with 5^  inThese conditions are Lorentz's 
Conditions (1), (2) and (3) as stated in phase (i) of Chapter 
One. Note our use of the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem 
in the proof. 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose R is a real-valued function 
on the set of ordered pairs (x,y) of non-negative real num­
bers such that for each non-negative real number x, R(x,y) as 
a function of y is quasi-continuous. Suppose R satisfies 
the following conditions: 
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(1): there are positive real numbers M, c and such 
that for each real number x satisfying x - Xq, R(x,y) as a 
o 
.o, 
function of y is of bounded variation on [c,Y] for each real 
number Y exceeding c, and 
lim Vy(R(x,y);[c,Y]) - M; 
Y-->+oo  ^
(2); there is a positive real number K such that 
lR(x,y)|< K if X - Xq and y - 0; 
(3): there is a real-valued function tT on the entire 
non-negative real axis such that 
lim R(x,y) = %(y) 
X—>+00 
if y  ^0. 
Then the function-to-function transformation determined by 
.+00 
Op(x) = (LS)/ R(x,y)dp(y), x^ - x < +oo, 
for the functions p in some subset Q of is convergence-
preserving; moreover, for each function p in 9^ , P is in^ , and 
(LS) / T(y)dp(y) exists and equals lim a„(x). 
JQ X->+OO P 
Proof. Suppose p is a function in 5^ . We first want 
to show that 
lim (LS) / R(x,y)dp(y) 
Y-*+oo v[o,Y] 
exists and is finite if x - x^ , and that 
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lim (LS) / tty)dp(y) 
Y->+oo i/[o,y] 
exists and is finite. 
we begin as follows. Suppose p is in 5^ , If x - x^  
and y > c we have that 
(2.5) (LS) / R(x,y)dp(y) 
[^0,Y] 
= (LS) f R(x,y)dp(y)+(LS) r R(x,y)dp(y). 
• i/(0,c) i/Cc,Y] 
From Theorem B we know that 
(2.6) (LS) / R(x,y)dp(y) 
[^c,Y] 
= (LS) r p(y)d R(x,y) - 2.Fm fp(y)d R(x,y) 
[^c,y3 ' ' 
c 
+p(Y)'[R(x,Y)-R(x,Y+)] + p(Y+)"R(x,Y) 
-p(c)*[R(x,c)-R(x,c~)3 - p(c~)-R(x,c). 
From Condition (1) and the fact that lim p(y) = 0, we have 
y-»+oo 
that each of 
lim Fm / p(y)d R(x,y) 
Y-^+oo J 
c 
and 
lim Jp(Y)'[R(x,Y)-R(x,Y+)] + p(Y+)'R(%,Y)]' 
Y^+od-
exists and is finite. 
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From Condition (1) we know that if 6 is a positive real 
number, there exists a positive real number Y exceeding c 
such that if x - and Y > Y, then 
(2.7) |(LS) r_ R(x,y)dp(y)l < G. 
i/[Y,Y] 
(To see this we need only consider a statement similar to 
2,6.) Using Conditions (2) and (3) we apply the Lebesgue 
Dominated Convergence Theorem to have 
lim I (LS) r R(x,y)dp(y) - (LS) P t(y)dp(y)( = 0. 
x->+oo i^ [Y,Y] i/[Y,Y] 
We then see from Statement 2,7 that 
%Xy)dp(y)|< e. 
[Y,Y] 
Therefore 
lim (LS)/ tty)dp(y) 
Y-^ oo i/[0,Y] 
exists and is finite. 
We now want to show that 
,+oo 0 lim (LS) / R(x,y)dp(y) 
x->+oo J. 
exists and equals  ^
(LS)y*t(y)dp(y). 
Suppose - again - that e is a positive real number. There 
is a positive real number Y^  such that 
lim J(LS) P t<y)dp(y)(< e/4 
Y->+co i/[Yo,Y] 
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and that 
lim I (LS) / R(x,y)dp(y)|<e/4 
Y->+oo L/[YQ,Y] 
if X - XQ. We apply the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence 
Theorem to obtain a real number x exceeding x^  such that 
j (LS)/  R(x,y)dp(y) - (LS) / T(y)dp(y)k e /2  
i/[0,Yo) 
if X > X. Hence if x > x we have that 
.+00 +00 
j(LS) / R(x,y)dp(y) - (LS) /tXy)dp(y)(< 6. 
I/q 0^ 
The desired result now follows. This completes the proof. 
In the remainder of this chapter, let us suppose that R 
is a real-valued function on the set of ordered pairs (x,y) 
of non-negative real numbers such that for each non-negative 
real number x, R(x,y) as a function of y is of bounded vari­
ation on [0,Y] for every positive real number Y. Moreover, 
suppose that 
R(x,y) = #^ [R(x,y+)+R(x,y-)] 
if X - 0 and y > 0, 
Suppose now that p is a quasi-continuous real-valued 
function on the entire real axis, and suppose that p is a 
quasi-continuous real-valued function on the entire real 
axis such that 
p(y)  = i^[p(y+)+p(y")]  
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if y is a non-zero real number. We then have that p(y+) = 
p(y*) and p(y~) = pCy") for each real number y. Hence if 
Y is a non-negative real number, then for every non-negative 
real number x we have that 
(LS), f R(%,y)d[p(y)-p(y)] = 0, 
yco,Y] 
or 
(LS) / R(x,y)dp(y) = (LS) / R(x,y)dp(y). 
[^0,Y] L/[0,Y] 
In case p is not of bounded variation on the interval [0,Y], 
we have available Definition B to establish the result above. 
Therefore we may assume, without loss of generality here, 
that 
(2.8) p(y) = i"[p(y+)+p(y"")] 
for each non-zero real number y. 
Here we insert 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose f is a real-valued function on 
the entire real axis which is of bounded variation on every 
finite closed interval, for which f(0") equals f(0), 
and such that 
f(y) = i'[f(y+)+f(y-)] 
if y > 0. Suppose p is a quasi-continuous real-valued func­
tion on the entire real axis for which p(0~) = p(0) and such 
that 
p(y) = i '[p(y*)+p(y")] 
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if y > 0. If Y is a positive real number, then 
as)/ f(y)dp(y) = f [f( )-f(0).p(0)] 
'^ [0,Y] L • 
- (LS)J^  ^^ p^(y)df(y)} - [p(0+)-p(0)].[f(0+)-f(0)] 
Proof. Let 
s(p,f;[o,Y]) = ZZZZZ[p(y*)-p(y)]"[f(y*)-f(y)J 
0^ y<Y 
+ 2 tp(y")-p(y)] '[f(y)-f(y~)] .  
0<y^ Y 
In view of the hypotheses we have that 
S(p,f;[0,Y]) = [p(0+)-p(0)].[f(0+)-f(0)] 
+ [p(Y-)-P(Y)]'[f(Y)-f(Y-)]. 
From Theorem B or Definition B - according as to whether p 
is of bounded variation on [0,Y] or not - we have that 
(LS) / f(y)dp(y) 
i/rn.vl 10,Y]
= (LS)y p(y)df(y) - 2*Fm fp(y)df(y) 
'^ CO,Y] JQ 
+ p(Y)'[f(Y)-f(Y+)]+p(Y+).f(Y)-p(0).f(0). 
We apply Theorem A and obtain 
(LS) / f(y)dp(y) 
[^0,YJ 
= (LS) / p(y)df(y) - 2"{(LS)/ p(y)df(y) 
JiO.Y]  ^ «/[O.Y] 
- p(Y)'[f(Y+)-f(Y)] +i;5(p,f;[0,Y])} 
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+p(Y)-[f(Y) _ f(y+)] + p(Y+)'f(Y) - p(0).f(0) 
= -(LS) f p(y)df(y) + 2-p(Y)'[f(Y+) - f(Y)] 
[^0,Y] 
-[p(0+)-p(0)].[f(0+)-f(0)] 
-[p(Y-) - p(Y)]'[f(Y)-f(Y-)] 
+p(Y)'[f(Y)-f(Y+)] + p(Y+)'f(Y)-p(0)'f(0) 
= -as) / p(y)df(y)+p(Y)'[f(Y+)-f(Y)] 
1^0,Y] 
-[p(Y-)-p(Y)]'[f(Y+)-f(Y)]+p(Y+)'f(Y) • 
-[p(0+)-p(0)].[f(0+)-f(0)]-p(0).f(0) 
= -(LS) I p(y)d«f(y) 
^[0,Y] 
+[2p(Y)-p(Y-)].[f(Y+)-f(Y)] +p(Y+).f(Y) 
-p(0)'f(0)-[p(0+)-p(0)]'[f(0+)-f(0)] 
={p(Y+)'f(Y+)-p(0)'f(0)-(LS)/ p(y)df(y)} 
^CO,Y] 
-[p(0+)-p(0)]'[f(0+).f(0)]. 
The lemma follows. 
Let 5^  denote the set of quasi-continuous real-valued 
functions p on the entire real axis for which p(y) = p(o) 
if y < 0, for which lim p(y) exists and is 0, and for which 
y-»+oo 
Statement 2,3 holds for all y>0. From the paragraph pre­
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ceding Lemma 2.2 we see that the function-to-function 
transformation determined by 
+00 
a (x) = (LS),rR(x,y)dp(y), 0 ^  x < +oo, 
0^ 
is convergence-preserving for the functions p of 5^  if and 
only if it is convergence-preserving for the functions p of 5^ . 
We shall assume henceforth in this chapter that the 
transformation under consideration is convergence-preserving 
with 5^  in its domain. We know then that R satisfies Condi­
tions A, B* and D set forth in Theorem 2.2. It follows from 
Lemma 2.2 that 
A*" p"" 
(LS) / R(x,y)dp(y) = (LS) / p(y)dy[-R(x,y)] 
-R(x,0)-p(0) - [p(0+)-p(0)]"[R(x,0+)-R(x,0)] 
if X - 0 and p is in 5^ . (We understand here that R(x,y) = 
R(X;0) if X - 0 and y < 0.) Let 5L denote the collection of 
m 
functions p that are members of 5^  and for which p(0*) = p(0). 
Now let +00 
A^ (p) = (LS)j^ p(y)dy[-R(x,y)] 
A/ 
for p in 5L and x - 0. Since lim R(x,0) exists and is 
x-> +00 
*^ 0), we know then that for each p in 5^  we have that 
lim A^ (p) exists and is a real number A(p). Hence if p 
X-^  +00 
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/W 
is in 5^ , we have that 
+00 
lim (LS)r R(x,y)dp(y) = A(p)-T(0)'p(0). 
X-++00 J _ - ..
Suppose there is a real-valued function 5 on the entire 
real axis such that S(y) = (^0) if y < 0, such that S is of 
bounded variation on [0,Y] for every positive real number Y, 
such that lim V(^ ;[0,YJ) is finite and such that 
Y-> +00 
A(p) = (LS) Pp(y)d[-S(y)] 
0^ 
r\f 
if p is a function in 5^ . We may assume here, without loss 
of generality, thaï^ S(O) = 0 and that S(y) = ^ [^^ <y+)+^ (y")] 
if y > 0. If Y is a positive real number and p is a con­
tinuous real-valued function on [0,YJ, then 
Y 
lim (RS) fp(y)d R(x,y) 
X-» +00  ^
exists and equals 
(RS) rp(y)dS(y). 
•^ 0 
Proof. Let q be the quasi-continuous real-valued func­
tion on the entire real axis for which 
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q(y) = p(y) ,  0 - y < Y 
= 0, Y < y < +00 
= i'PCY), y = y 
= p(0), ••^ OO < y < 0. 
This function q is in 5^ . For every non-negative real 
ber X we have that 
num-
(LS) J q(y)dyR(x, y) 
= (LS) / p(y)d«R(x,y) - |-p(Y)»[R(x, Y+)-R(x, Y-)] 
= (LS) j p(y)dJR.(x,y) - p(Y)-[R(x, Y*)-R(x,Y)] 
i/[o,Y] y 
= (RS)Jp(y)dyR(x,y). 
Similarly, 
(LS) rq(y)dS(y) = (RS) P p ( y ) c [ ^ ( y ) i  
0^ 0^ 
We have by hypothesis that 
lim (LS) 
X—>+00 
Jq(y)dyR( x,y)  
exists and equals 
(LS ) y^ q(y)d^ (y), 
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Therefore  ^
lim (RS) Pp(y)d R(x,y) 
x->+oo Jf. ' 
exists and equals 
.Y 
(RS) ' 
* ' 0  
y^ p(y)d5(y). 
This was to be shown. 
It follows then that 
.Y 
lim (RS) / p(y)d [R(x,y)-R(x,0)] 
X->+00 JQ 
exists and equals 
(RS) I p(y)dè(y) jr d^ (i 
if Y is a positive real number and p is a continuous real-
valued function on [0,Y]. We then have from a theorem of P. 
Riesz's (see page 120 of (7)) that 
i) lim R(x,y) = S(y)+^ 0) for all positive real 
x-»+oo 
numbers y; 
Y Y 
ii) lim (RS) rR(x,y)dy = (RS) P S(y)dy + t(0)'Y 
x->+co I/Q JQ . 
for all positive real numbers Y; 
iii) for every positive real number Y there are cor­
responding positive real numbers M(Y) and XQ(Y) such that 
Vy(R(x,y); [0,Y]) ^  M(Y) 
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for all real numbers x exceeding x^ (Y). 
Thus, we have that tXy) = ^ (y)+%XO) if y > 0, that fis of 
bounded variation on [0,Y] for every positive real number Y, 
that lim Y]) is finite and that t(y) = i-[tXy'*")+^ y")] 
Y-> +00 
if y > 0. Suppose we extend tTto the entire negative real 
axis by the rule that %%y) = tXO) if y< 0. We then have for 
A/ 
each function p in % that 
lim (LS) rp(y)d^ (x,y) 
x->+oo JQ -
is the value of the improper Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral 
(LS) yp(y)dÇCy), 
and that 
lim (LS) / ÎXy)dp(y) 
Y->+oo i/[0,Y] 
exists and equals 
«+00 
lim (LS) / R<x,y)dp(y). 
x-^ +oo JQ 
We also have that if Y is a positive real number, then 
lim (LS)/ R(x,y)dy = (LS) / %y)dy. 
x->+oo i/LO,Yj L/[0, Y] 
Finally we note that lim V(R(x,y);[0,Y]) ^  [M(c)+M] 
Y-»+oo 
if X is a real number exceeding max.^ XQ(c),Xo^  • 
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CHAPTER THREE: A FUNCTION-TO-FUNCTION TRANSFORMA­
TION WHICH DEPENDS ON A KERNEL AND AN INTEGRATOR FUNCTION 
Throughout this chapter, we suppose that is a real-
valued function on the entire real axis which is of bounded 
variation on every finite closed interval. We also suppose 
that R is a real-valued function on the set of ordered pairs 
(x,y) of non-negative real numbers such that for each non-
negative real nqraber x, R(x,y) as a function of y is bounded 
and c^ -measurable on [0,Y] for each positive real number Y. 
We let 
T(x,y) = (LS) / R(x,u)da/(u), 0 ^  x <! +00, 
[^0,y] 
0 - y < +C0 
= T(x,0), 0 ^  X < +00, -co < y < 0. 
We concern ourselves here with the function-to-function 
transformation determined by 
+00 
0p(x) = (LS) / R(x,y)'p(y)dQ/(y), 0 ^  x < +00 , 
for the functions p in some subset & of T and intend to find 
a set of conditions on T that are necessary for the trans­
formation here to be convergence-pre serving in case 
r Let < y. > be a sequence of distinct real numbers that 
j=l 
contains all real numbers at which 0^  is discontinuous. As 
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noted earlier in Chapter Two, we may assume, without loss of 
generality, that 
c^ Cyj) = i'[o/(yj+)+Q/<yj")], j = 1, 2 , . . .  .  
There are real-valued functions and <^ 2 the entire 
real axis such that is a saltus function, is continu­
ous and of bounded variation on each finite closed interval, 
and 
o/(y) = Q/j_(y) + 0^ 2 (y) 
if y is a real number. For i = 1,2, let 
(^x,y) = (LS) / R(x,u)do/.(u), 0 ^  x <+00, 0 - y<+oo, 
4o,y] ^ 
= ^(x,0), 0 - X < +00, -00 < y< 0. 
We have then that, for each non-negative real number x, 
lT(x,y) as a function of y is a saltus function on the entire 
real axis, that for each real number Y 
lim lT(x,y) = 4(x,Y), 
y-»-Y+ 
and that for each positive real number Y 
lT(x,Y) - lim 4(x,y) = R(x, Y)-[ Q/(Y+)-O (^Y-)] . 
y-»Y-
Moreover, for each non-negative real number x we have that 
T^(x,y) as a function of y is absolutely continuous on every 
finite closed interval. Throughout this chapter let 
v^ CY) = VCocTiîCOjY]), i = 1,2, Y> 0, 
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and let v^ (y) = 0 for i = 1,2 and y - 0. We have that 
(3.1) V (y) = } |o/](y:)-Q/i(y.-)| 
1 j30<y.Zv 1 J 1 J '  ^^ y_ 
* I ; 
if y > 0. The function v^  is a saltus function on the entire 
real axis, 
Vj^ (y)-v^ (y") = {o^ i(y)-o/i(y") | 
if y > 0 and 
Vi(y*)-Vi(y) = I Q/i(y*)-ari(y)j 
if y - 0. If X - 0 and Y > 0 we have 
V (^ (x,y);[0,Y]) = ZZZZT I^ T(x,y )-%(x,yT)I . 
' j30<y.éY J J I 
J 
' rZ^lR(x.yj) I- ki(yt).o/^(y:)| 
J 
*|o^ i(yp-(^ i(yj)|} 
= (LS) r |R(x,y)|dv (y). 
t/(0,Y] 1 
Therefore, 
(3.2) V (^ T(%,y);[0,Y]) = (LS) / |R(X,y)| dv, (y) 
' [^0,Y] 1 
-|R(X,0)| • |(/^ (0+)-C^ (^0)| 
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if X - 0 and Y > 0. 
In this paragraph, let us suppose that 
lim CLS) / R(x,y)»p(y)do^ (y) 
Y-^ +oo (/[0,Y] 
exists and is finite if p is in 5^  and x - 0. On choosing 
the function p for which p(y) =1 if y - 0, we see that 
(3.3) lira T(x,y) 
y->+00 
exists and is finite if x - 0; we denote this limit by 
T(x,+oo). Since from Theorem C we know that for each func­
tion p in 5^  we have that 
(LS)J R(x,y)'P(y)dof(y) 
.  J l O y Y ]  
= (LS) f  p(y)d T(x,y)+p(0)-T(x,0) 
t/[o,Y] y 
if X - 0 and Y > 0, we know that 
lim (LS) I p(y)d T(x,y) 
Y-^ +oo t/[0,Y] y 
exists and is finite if p is in 5^  and x - 0. 
We now prove 
Lemma 3.1. If 
lim (LS) / R(x,y)'p(y)do/(y) 
Y->+oo u[0,Y] 
exists and is finite for each p in 5^  and for each x - 0, then 
lim V (^ T(x,y);[0,Y]) 
Y-^  +00 ' 
is finite if x - 0. 
Proof. Suppose there is a non-negative real number x 
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for which 
lira V (^ (x,y);[0,Yj) 
Y-^+oo ' 
is not finite. 
Let = 0 and let be a positive real number such that 
. Vy(^ T(x,y);[a^ ,bj^ ]) > 1. 
We recall here that 
V (^ T(x,y);[ai,bi3) = ) |4(x,y.)_4(x,y.-)| . 
jaaifyjZbi J J 
There are real numbers yi^ 2*"'"*yi,mi such that 
1^ ^  fl.l < yi,2< ••• < yi,mi = ^ 1 which 
2^  I T^(x,y )_4(x,yi f )| > 1. j=l 'J 
Let be a stepfunction on [a^ ,bj^ ] for Which 
Pl(yi,j) = yi, Yi'j)] 
for j = 1,2,.and for which p^ Cy) = 0 if y is a number 
in [ai,b^ ] distinct from each of 71,1,71,2,"'"'Yi mjL* 
.Pi(y)dyT(x,y) 
= 2^ 14(%, y J-^TCx.y, 1 = 1. 
j=l'.l 
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Let be a real number exceeding b^ +l and let b^  be 
a real number exceeding a^  such that 
Vy(^ T(x,y);[a2,b2]) > 2. 
We proceed as before to obtain a stepfunction on [^ 2*^ 3] 
for which |p2(y)l - ^  if y is in [^ 2*^  ^and such that 
(LS) r p2(y)d T(x,y) > §-*2 = 1. 
</Ca2,b2]  ^
We continue in this manner to determine for each posi­
tive integer k a closed interval [a^ yb^ ] and a stepfunction 
on such that the following statements hold: 
i) ^k+i > b^ +1 and Vy(T(x,y);Caj^ ,bj^ 3) > k; 
ii) 1 Pj^ Cy)! - ^  if y is in [a%^ b^ ] and 
( t s ) f  Pk<y)<i TCx.y) > &k = 1 . 
Now let p^  be the real-valued function on the entire 
real axis for which . 
PqCy) = p%(y) if y is in [8k,b%] for some positive 
integer k, 
+00 
= 0 if y is not in U [a;,b.]. j=l ^ J . 
We note that p^  is in 5^  and that b^  +00 . 9» k-»+oo . For 
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each positive integer k we have that 
> k. 
and conclude that it is not true that 
lim (LS) / Po(y)d T(x,y) 
Y->+co i/[0,Y] y 
exists and is finite. This, of course, is a contradiction. 
The lemma follows. 
Again in this paragraph, let us suppose that 
lim (LS) 1 R(x,y)'p(y)do/(y) 
Y-^ +oo i/[0,Y] 
exists and is finite if p is in 5^  and x - 0. Now, if x - 0 
and p is in 5^ , we have that 
(3.4) (LS) / R(x,y)"P(y)do/(y) 
[^0,Y] 
= (LS)J^  ^yjP(y)dyT(x,y) + p(0)-T(x,0) 
T(x,y)dp(y) 
. L 0, YJ 
-2.Fm jAr(x,y)dp(y)+p(Y).[T(x,Y+)+T(x,Y)] 
-p(Y+)'T(x,Y) -p(0).[T(x,0)+T(x,0-)] + p(0-).T(x,0^  
+p(0).T(x,0); 
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this follows from Theorem C and then from Theorem B or 
Definition B. We also have, as a consequence of Lemma 3.1, 
that 
} [p(y J-p(y r)3'C^ (x,y .)-^ T(x,y .••)3 
y-»+oo jaO<yjZy J J J J 
exists and is.finite if p is in 5^ and x - 0. For p in 9 
and X - 0, we have for each Y > 0 in view of Theorem A that 
FmJp(y)dyT(x,y) 
= (LS) r p(y)d T(x,y) 
,Y] 
-2"ZZZZZ[p(y:)-p(y.-)] '[^ (x,y J-lrCx.y:)] jsOcy.^ Y J J J J 
J 
so that we know that both 
Y 
lim Fm fpCyMyTCx, y) 
Y-+00  ^
and 
Y 
lira Fm / T(x,y)dp(y) 
Y-+CO wo 
exist and are finite, and hence we have from Statement 3.4 
that 
lim (LS)/ T(x,y)dp(y) 
Y-^ +oo V [0,Y} 
exists and is finite. This leads to the result that 
lim (LS) / R(x,y)'p(y)do/(y) 
Y-^ +oo (/[0,Y] . 
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Y 
= 2- lim Fm f^[T(x,+oo) - T(x,y)]dp(y) 
y->+oo J 
- lim (LS) / [T(X,+CD) - T(x,y)]dp(y) 
Y-^ +œ t/[0,Y] 
+ T(x,+oo)'p(0) 
if p is in 5^  and x - 0. Because of Lemma 3.1 we have that 
lim (LS) I p(y)d„^ T(x,y) 
Y->+oo [^0,Y] 
exists and is finite if p is in 5*and x - 0. 
We now show how the last observation in the preceding 
paragraph can be used to establish the following lemma. One 
could actually use Theorem 2.2 here to establish this lemma. 
However, it is interesting to see how this last observation 
can be used to prove 
Lemma 3.3. If 
lim (LS) R(x,y)"p(y)do/(y) 
Y->+a) t/[0,Y] 
exists and is finite for each p in 5^  and for each x - 0, then 
lira V (^ T(x,y);[0,Y3) 
Y->+oo^  
is finite if x - 0, 
Proof. Suppose there is a non-negative real number x 
for which 
lim V„(^ T(x,y);[0,Yj) 
Y->+00  ^
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is not finite. 
Let = 0 and let be a positive real number such 
that 
Vy(2T(x,y);[ai,bi])> 1. 
There is a partition Q = {a^  = yi,o< ?!,!< l^.mi " ^ l} 
of [aj^ ,b^ ] such that 
|^ T(x,y. .)-2T(x,yi j_i)| > l. J-*J j-*j J- • 
Let p^  be the stepfun.ction on [a^ pb^ ] for which 
Pi(y) = Y' s gn[ ^  (x, yi ^ j ) -^  (x, yi ^ j_ 1 ) ] 
if y is in one of the open intervals (y^  j-ijy^  j) for 
j = 1,2,and for which p(y) = 0 if y = y^  j for some 
j — 0*1**««,#2* Then 
(LS)/ Pi(y)d/T(x,y) 
[ai,bl]  ^
= i.^ j2TCx,yi,.)-2T(x,y^ _..pl 
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We then continue as in the proof for Lemma 3.1 to con­
struct a function p^  that is in 9 for which it is not true 
that 
lim (LS)/ PoCy)d^ T(x,y) 
Y-^ +oo t/[0,Y] y 
exists and is finite. This is a contradiction. The lemma 
follows. 
We then gather the results for Statement 3.3, of Lemma 
3.1 and of Lemma 3.2, and we state 
Theorem 3.1. If 
lim (LS)/ R(x,y)-p(y)dQ/(y) 
Y-^+oo J[0,Y] 
exists and is finite for each p in 5^ and each x - 0, then 
lim V„(T(x,y);[0,Y]) 
Y-^ +oo y 
is finite if x - 0. 
We now assume that not only the hypothesis of Theorem 
3.1 holds, but also that 
*cx> 
lim (LS)jl R(x,y)'p(y)da/(y) 
x-»+oo 
exists and is finite if p is in 5^ . On considering the func­
tion p in 5^  for which p(y) = 1 if y - 0, we see that 
(3.5) lim T(x,+oo) 
x-»+oo 
exists and is finite. We then suppose that Y - 0 and con­
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sider the function p in 5^  for which p(y) = lifO-y-Y 
and p(y) = 0 if y> Y. It follows that 
(3.6) lira T(x,Y) 
x-»+oo 
exists and is finite if Y - 0. We then note that 
+00 
lim (LS) fp(y)dJT(x,y) 
x-> +00 J 
exists and is finite if p is in 9. 
We now prove 
Lemma 3.3. If 
lim (LS)/ R(X:y)"p(y)da/(y) 
Y-^ +oo "[0,Y] 
exists and is finite if x - 0 and p is in 5^ , and if 
lim (LS) / R(x,y)'p(y)do/(y) 
x->+oo J 
o 
exists and is finite if p is in 5» then there are positive 
real numbers M, c and x^  such that 
lim V„(T(x,y);[c,y]) M 
Y-^ +oo y 
if X  ^ XQ. 
Proof. Suppose the conclusion above does not hold. 
This means that if M, c and x^  are positive real numbers, 
then there is a real number x with x > x^  such that 
lim V-(T(x,y);Cc,Y]) > M. 
Y-^ +oo^  
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Let be a positive real number. There is a positive 
real number such that 
lim V (T(xi,y);[ai,Y]) > 2. 
Y-»+oo y 
There is a real number b^  exceeding a^  such that 
Vy^TCxj^* y) »[ a^,b^J )  ^  2 
and 
lim V„(T(x,,y);[b,,Y3) < 1. 
Y-»+oo '  ^
(The latter follows from Theorem 3.1.) Now at least one of 
Vy(ïT(xi,y);[ai,biD or Vy(^ T(x3,y;;[a^ ,b^ J) exceeds 1. In 
either case it can be shown that there is a stepfunction 
P^  on for which Ip^ Cy)! - 1 if y is in [a^ j^b^ ] and 
such that 
(LS)/ p,(y)d«T(x, ,y) > 1. 
[^ai,b^ ] ^   ^ 1 
There are positive real numbers Cg and with c^  > x^ +l 
such that 
\as>J Pl(y)dyT(x,y)I ^  g2 
Lai,bi] 
if X ^  Cg. 
Let 32 be a real number exceeding b^ +l. There is a 
real number Xg exceeding Cg such that 
lim V (T(x2,y);[a2,Y])> 2-(2-g2+2-2). 
y->+oo  ^
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There is a real number bg exceeding ag such that 
Vy(T(x2,y);[a2,b2J)> Z'CZ'gg+g^ ) 
and 
lim V„CT(x2,y);[bp,Y]) < 1. 
Y-»+oo y 
There is a step function % on [^ 2*^ 2^  for which |PgCy)! - & 
if y is in [^ 2*^ 2^  and such that • 
(LS)j P^2<y)d T(x2,y) > g2+2. 
[^33,b2]  ^
We continue in this manner to obtain a sequence 
1+00 
|^ [aj,bj]^ j_^  of closed intervals of the positive real axis, 
+00 
a  s e q u e n c e J  j _ 2  o f  p o s i t i v e  r e a l  n u m b e r s ,  a  s e q u e n c e  
r 1 •'•00 
 ^PjJ where for each positive integer j we have that pj 
r is a step function on [aj,bj], and a sequence j^ Xjjj.^  
of positive real numbers such that the following statements 
hold: 
i) for each positive integer j, ^ j+i> by+l and 
Xj+l > Xj+1; 
ii) for each positive integer k 
J J 
if % - *k+i; 
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iii) for each integer j greater than 1 we have that 
Vy(T(xj,y);[aj,bj]) > 
and 
y->+oo y 
lim V_(T(x:,y);[b.,Y]) < 1; 
v_»+r>ft J J 
iv) for each integer j greater than 1 we have that 
I P:(y) I - i if y is in [a.jbî] and that J J J J 
+j2). 
Now let denote the real-valued function on the entire 
real axis for which 
Po(y) = Pj(y) if y is in [aj,bj] for some 
positive integer j, 
+00 
= 0 if y is not in U [a.,b.]. 
L j=l J J 
We note that p^  is in 5^ . For each positive integer k ex­
ceeding 1. we have that 
(LS) rpo(y)dyT(xj^ ,y) 
n 
+00 
k-1 
J J 
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'  ^ -VyCTCX];, y) ; [ b^ , Y] ) 
> k-1. 
We see that it is not true that 
+00 
lim (LS) rp (y)dyT(x,y) 
X-» +00 
exists and is finite. This is a contradiction. The lemma 
follows. 
From Statement 3.5, Statement 3.6, Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 
3.3 we have 
Theorem 3.2. In order that the function-to-function 
transformation determined by 
Op(x) = (LS) / R(x,y)-p(y)do^ (y), 0 ^  x < +oo, 
for the functions p of T"be convergence preserving with 5^  in 
its domain, it is necessary that 
N. : lim V (T(x,y);[0,Y]) is finite if x - 0; 
Y-»+oo y 
Ng: there are positive real numbers M, c and x^  such that 
lim V (TCx,y);[c,Y]) ^  M 
Y-^ +oo y 
if X ^ Xo? 
N3; if Y à 0 then lim T(x,Y) exists and is finite, and 
x->+oo 
lim T(x,+co) exists and is finite. 
x-»+oo • - • • -
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Suppose again in this paragraph that, first, we have 
for each p in ^  and for each non-negative real number x that 
lira (LS)/ R(x,y)»p(y)da/(y) 
Y->+co t/[0,Y] 
exists and is finite, and that, secondly, 
lim (LS) j R(x,y)*p(y)dQ^ (y) 
x-^ +QO 
exists and is finite if p is in 5^ . We have shown earlier 
in this chapter that the first supposition leads to the con­
clusion that 
lim (LS) / . p(y)d T(x,y) 
Y-»+oo i/[0,Yj y 
exists and is finite if p is in 5^  and x - 0, and that this 
conclusion then leads to the result that 
lim V (T(x,y);[0,Y]) 
Y-^ +oo  ^
is finite if x - 0. We have also shown that this first 
supposition implies that 
lim (LS)/ T(x,y)dp(y) 
Y->+oo i/[0,Y] 
exists and is finite if p is in 5^  and x - 0. We have then 
shown in this chapter that the second supposition leads, 
first of all, to the conclusion that for every non-negative 
real number Y we have that lim T(x,Y) exists and is finite,. 
x-^ +oo 
and that lira T(x,+oo) exists and is finite. We have also 
X—»+OO 
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shovm how the second supposition then leads to the conclusion 
that 
lim (LS) / p(y)d TCx,y) 
x->+oo I/q 
exists and is finite if p is in and how this conclusion 
then leads to the result that there are positive real num­
bers M, c and x^  such that 
lim V (T(x,y);Ec,Y]) ^  M 
y-^ +oo " 
if X - x^ . Now let S denote the Banach space consisting of 
all continuous real-valued functions p on the closed inter­
val [0,c] of the real y axis, where we have for each function 
p in ^  that the norm llpll of p is max. I p(y)| . For each 
yE[0,c] 
non-negative real number x, let denote the continuous 
linear functional on S for which 
A^ Cp) = (RS) p(y)dyT(x,y). 
o 
For each non-negative real number x, we have that T(x,Y^ ) = 
T(x,Y) if Y is in the open interval (0,c), so that it follows 
that T(x,y) as a function of y on the interval [0,c] is a 
generating function of minimal total variation for A^ . More­
over, we have for each function p in S that lira & (p) 
x-»+oo 
exists and is a real number A(p). We have from Theorem 5 on 
page 80 of (1) that there are positive real numbers M and x 
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such that 
Vy(T(x,y);[ 0,c]) ^  M 
if X - X. Hence 
lim V„(T(x,y);[0,Y]) ^  [M+M] 
Y->+oo y 
if X is a real number exceeding max.'j^ x,XQ^ . 
We now state in a theorem the main results which we 
have obtained in this chapter relative to the function T 
in case the two assumptions considered in the preceding 
paragraph hold. We then consider the problem of relating 
these results back to the function R. 
Theorem 3.3. In order that the function-to-function 
transformation determined by 
+00 
OpCx) = (LS)R(x,y).p(y)do^ (y), Q  -  x  <  +oo, 
for the functions p of T^ be convergence-preserving, with 5^  
in its domain, it is necessary that 
N,: lim V (T(x,y);[0,Yj) is finite if x - 0; 
Y-^ +oo ' 
A/ ^ 
2^' there are positive real numbers M and x such that 
lim V^ T(x,y);[0,Y]) ^  M 
Y->+oo ^  
if X - x; 
N3: if y - 0 then lim T(x,y) exists and is finite, 
x-^ +oo 
and lim T(x+oo) exists and is finite, 
x-*+oo 
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We now establish 
Lemma 3.4. We have that 
V^ (2T(x,y);[0,Y]) = (LS) / R(x,y)dv^ (y) 
 ^ [^0,Y] 
if 0 - X < +00 and 0 < Y < +oo. 
Proof. Suppose x is a non-negative real number and Y 
is a positive real number. Suppose 6 is a positive real 
1 
number. Let K be a positive real number such that 
IR(x,y)|< K if y is in the interval [0,Y]. Since R(x,y) 
as a function of y is by hypothesis o<^ -measurable on [0,7], 
it follows that R(x,y) as a function of y is also V2-
measurable on [0,Y]. Thus, there is a sequence-Tsof 
L JJj=i 
stepfunctions on [0,Y] such that lim s.(y) = R(x,y) for 
j->+oo 
all y in [0,Y], except possibly for a subset Z of this in­
terval such that the v^ -measure of Z is 0. We then have 
from Egoroff*s Theorem that for every positive real number ^  
there is a corresponding vg-measurable subset E(^ ) of the 
interval [0,Y] such that the V2-measure of E(^ ) is less 
than ^  and such that lim s-(y) = R(x,y) uniformly in y on 
j->+oo J 
[0,Y]-E(^ ). Hence there is a stepfunction s on [0,YJ and a 
V2-measurable subset E of [0,Y] such that the following 
statements hold; 
i) the V2-measure of E is less than s/(8K); 
ii) |s(y)^ R(x,y)| < e/[4-V2(Y)+l] if y is in [0,Y]-E; 
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iii) ls(y) l -  K if y is in [0,YJ. 
Let P =^ 0 = y^ <y^ <C ... < 7^ =Y J" be a partition of [0,Y] which 
contains all of the points of [0,Y] at which the stepfunction 
s is discontinuous. Let S be the real-valued function on 
the interval [0,Y] such that 
S(y) = (LS) / s(u)dcK^ 2(u)* 0 - y - Y . 
"[0,y] 
For any partition Q = -j^ O = •to^ t^ <... <t^  = Y^  of the interval 
[0,Y], we have that 
|Z |2T(3\t.)_2T(x,t._i) |_2 |s(t .)-s(t ,  ,  )  | |  j=l J j=l J " 
m 
= 12 [ I (LS)  /  R(x ,y)dQ/o(y)1  
j=l vltj_2,tj] 
- [ (LS)  /  s (y)dc/2^y)l 3 I 
- 2 I | (LS)  /  R(%,y)do^g(y) l  
-  1(LS)  /  s(y)do /p(y) l l  
-  2 I (LS) /  [ R (x,y)-s(y)]do<i'2(y)l  
j=l (^tj_i,tj] 
-  2^ (LS)f  jR(x ,y) -s (y) ldV2(y)  j-1 
= (LS)  f  dv2(y)  
4o,Y] 
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= (LS)(R(x,y)-s(y)| dv^ Cy) 
+ (LS)  /  _  lR(x ,y) -s (y) |  dVoCy)  
U{0,Y]-E 
- 2K*[the Vg-measure of E] 
+ G/[4»V2(Y)+1] «[the V2-ineasure of [0, Y]-E ] 
<e/2  .  
It then follows that 
(3.7) IVy (^ T(x,y);[0,Y]) - V(S;[0,Y])| ^  e/2. 
Now if r is an integer with 1 - r - n, then we have for every 
partition 
Pr = {yr-l="r,o<"r,l< ---<"f,g = Vr} 
of the closed subinterval [y^ .^ py^ ] of [0,Y] determined by 
the partition P of [0,Y] that 
s_^ |s(uj.^  j)-S(Uj-^  j_l)| 
It then follows that 
V(S;[yj._i,yr]) = |s(y3.-) ( •[v2(yj.)-V2(yr>i)] 
for r = l,2,...,'n. Therefore, we conclude that 
(3.8) V(S;[0,Y]) = (LS) / _ |s(y)|dv2(y). 
'^ [0,Y] 
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We next observe that 
I  a s ) /  _lR(x,y) l  dVoCy)  -  as )  /  _  I s(y)| dv.Cy) | 
- (LS)^  ^_^ ||R(x,y)| - |s(y)||dv2(y) 
- as)/ _ |R(x,y)-s(y)| dV2(y) 
E^O,Y] 
< e /2 .  
Therefore, in view of Statement 3.8 we have 
(3.9) |as)/ |R(x,y)|dVp(y) - V(S;[0,Y])|<e/2. 
[^0,Y] 
From Statement 3.7 and Statement 3.9 it follows that 
I V (^ T(x,y);[0,Y]) - (LS) / _ |  R(x,y) l  dvp(y) l  <  6 .  
 ^ [^0,Y] . 
Hence we have the desired result. 
We now state without proof here the following result. 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose f is a real-valued function of 
bounded variation on a finite closed interval [a,b] of the 
real axis. Let s be a saltus function on [a,b] and 0 be a 
continuous real-valued function of bounded variation on [a,b] 
such that f(y) = s(y)+J^ (y) if y is in [a,b]. Then 
V(f;[a,b]) = V(s;[a,b]) + V(^ ;[a,b]). 
Let V be the non-decreasing real-valued function on the 
entire real axis such that 
v(TO = V(of;[a,Y]) 
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for every positive real number Y, and such that v(y) = 0 
for every non-positive real number y. We have from Lemma 3.5 
that v(y) = v^ CyO+vgCy) for all real numbers y, and that 
Vy(T<x,y);[0,Y]) = Vy(^ (x,y) ;[0,Y] )•'+ Vy(^ T(x,y);[0,Yj) 
if X - 0 and Y > 0. From Statement 3.2 we have that 
V (%<x,y);[0,Y]) = (LS) / | R(x,y)| dv, (y) 
 ^. [^0,Y] 
-I R(x, 0)1 .1 o^ i<0+)-o^ (^0) I 
if X - 0 and Y > 0. We thus have from Lemma 3.4 the follow­
ing basic result. 
Lemma 3.6. We have that 
if 0 - X < +00 and 0 < Y < +oo. 
We are now ready to relate Theorem 3.3 to the function R. 
These results are stated, among others, by Hardy in (2) for 
the case in which o^ (y) = y for each real number y. 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that 
i l  I R(x,y)i dv(y) -1 R(x, 0 )| J ( 0 )| 
"[0,Y] 
R(x,y)'p(y)do/(y) 
exists and is finite if p is in ^  and x - 0, and that 
+CQ 
lim (LS) / R(x,y)'p(y)do^ (y) 
x->+oo 
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exists and is finite if p is in 5^  Then the following state­
ments hold : 
N, : lim (LS)/ 1 R(x,y)| dv(y) 
y->+cD "/[o.Y] 
is finite if x - 0; 
Ng: there exist positive real numbers M* 
and X* such that 
lim (LS)/ (RCx,y)l  dvCy) -
Y->+co [^0,Yj 
if X - X*; 
No: lim (LS)/ R(x,y)do^ (y) 
x-*.+oo "[0, Y] 
exists and is finite if Y - 0,_and 
+00 
 ^M* 
lim (LS) rR(x,y)da/(y) 
x->+oo Jn X --W U Q  
exists and is finite. 
It might be of interest to have available some fairly 
simple conditions on the function R relative to the function 
oc so that Conditions and Ng of Theorem 3.3 on the func­
tion T, or Conditions and Ng of Theorem 3.4 on the function 
R, hold. We conclude this chapter by presenting a result 
along these lines. 
Theorem 3.5. Suppose there are non-negative real num­
bers X, c, M, and a Lebesgue-measurable real-valued function 
çf on the interval [c',+oo ) for which the following statements 
hold: 
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i) gf(y) is not zero if y is in [c' ,+00) ,  and the 
Lebesgue integral 
(L) r l/|^ (y)l dy 
" [ c,+co ) 
exists ; 
ii) I j^ (y)»R(x»y) l  -  M if y is in ["cj+oo ). 
Then 
lim V^ <T<x,y);[0,Yj) 
y->+oo 
does not exceed 
(L)/ |R(x,y)|dy + 1^/I0(y)|dy. 
"[0,c) v[c,+oo) 
We note that an interesting case of a function ^  as 
described in Theorem 3.5 occurs if there is a positive real 
number k such that ^ (y) = e^ '? if y is in [c',+00). Another 
somewhat less restrictive example of such a function 0 is 
given by 0(y) = yQ if y is in [c,+oo), where q is a real 
number greater than 1. 
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